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Elevate Your Business with AzureAI/ChatGPT:
Real-World Insights and Implementation Strategies
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Microsoft provides AzureAI/ChatGPT services that is native to Azure

The instance is private / specific to your organization pointing to your data

The process:
Takes 2-3 days to setup

Identify a business use case with associated data

Load the data into Azure A.I.

Support users in asking “good” questions

(end to end, a 2-3 week process)

My company (Convergent Computing) hands-on builds the environment, 
assists in identifying an initial use case, helps with data sanitation, and works 
with users to formulate the “good” questions to ask

Under $10k in Professional Services  |  $350/mo in Azure consumption cost  |  Start to finish 2-3 weeks

Get familiar with A.I. firsthand than rely on just what you hear and read…

*** To start a AzureAI/ChatGPT Pilot (or for more info):  seminar@cco.com ***

Turning A.I. “Talk” into a Live Pilot Environment
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• “Based on last month’s financial results and our rolling 

6-month financial data, write a statement on our 

financial outlook and projections for the next 6-12 

months”

• “How many (xxxx) cars can we manufacture given our 

current and 60-day confirmed incoming inventory over 

the next quarter?  What components do we lack 

sufficient inventory to produce whole vehicles?  

Compare production and current orders and demand 

trends, what insights can be derived?”

• “Comparing the clinical trial results over the past 3, 6, 12, 

and 18 months, what projections can be made on the 

success rate of this drug treatment over the next 6-12 

months?”

Questions Business Execs are Asking of their AzureAI/ChatGPT system

Your users (or your business application)…

…talks to a ChatGPT Frontend (for users, it would be a Web page they can 
ask questions to (similar to a Google or Bing search bar))…

…AzureAI/ChatGPT goes out to Azure Search and the Azure Backend 
system to query YOUR data (SharePoint folder, SQL database, Salesforce, 
Dynamics, ServiceNow, etc) and provides your user (or application) a 
response.

AzureAI/ChatGPT is a Microsoft Azure Service
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YOU determine WHO has access to WHAT information

The Most Important Factor of AzureAI…
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